**PRIORITIES**

The Haight Ashbury Public Realm Plan is a long-term vision for the neighborhood’s streets and sidewalks and serves as a guide for future implementation. Some aspects of the public realm design will be integrated into an immediate construction project through SFMTA’s Muni Forward program. Elements that exceed the budget or cannot be implemented at this time have been included here so that as funding becomes available, these elements can be added and refined. This might include items such as seasonal lighting, public art, and programming public spaces. These elements were identified and prioritized by the community over the course of this project.

**PRIORITIES FOR CORRIDOR WIDE TREATMENTS**

1. **LIGHTING – TRADITIONAL**
   - **PROJECT:** Masonic Avenue Design
   - **DESCRIPTION:** Explore improvements to Masonic between Fell and Haight following implementation of Masonic Avenue redesign.
   - **AGENCY:** MTA, Planning
   - **TIMEFRAME:** Mid-term (1–5 years)
   - **FUNDING:** Federal, State or Local Transportation Funds

2. **GREENING – STREET TREES**
   - **PROJECT:** Installation of new trees and greening along Haight Street
   - **AGENCY:** DPW
   - **TIMEFRAME:** 2016
   - **FUNDING:** Revenue Bond

3. **IDENTITY – ARTISTIC ELEMENTS**
   - **PROJECT:** Installation of new street trees and plants along the corridor
   - **AGENCY:** DPW
   - **TIMEFRAME:** 5 years
   - **FUNDING:** Revenue Bond

4. **SIGNAGE – POINTS OF INTEREST & TRANSIT (TIE)**
   - **PROJECT:** Intersection Marker
   - **AGENCY:** MTA
   - **TIMEFRAME:** Yes
   - **FUNDING:** Funding by other sources

5. **SEATING – PLANTER EDGES**
   - **PROJECT:** Street tree and greeningmaintenance
   - **AGENCY:** DPW
   - **TIMEFRAME:** Near-term (1–5 years)
   - **FUNDING:** Private funds

**Haight Street Public Realm Plan Projects**

This table is a summary of the projects that have been identified through the development of the Haight Ashbury Public Realm Plan.

- **Project:** Masonic Avenue Design
  - Description: Explore improvements to Masonic between Fell and Haight following implementation of Masonic Avenue redesign.
  - Agency: MTA, Planning
  - Timeframe: Mid-term (1–5 years)
  - Funding: Federal, State or Local Transportation Funds

**NEXT STEPS**

- As the planning phase for this Public Realm Plan comes to an end, the City will focus its attention on implementing improvements to Haight Street between Masonic and Stanyan.
- Key design elements will be determined during the design development phase with input on these details from interested community members.
- Construction is anticipated to begin in 2016.
- Additional community-led improvements can be pursued over time.
- Project updates will continue to be posted on the project webpage: http://haightashbury.sfplanning.org

**PRIORITIES FOR STREETSCAPE ELEMENTS AT INTERSECTIONS**

- **Location:** 1
  - **Element:** Intersection Treatment
  - **Type:** Flexible Space

- **Location:** 2
  - **Element:** Intersection Treatment
  - **Type:** Public Art

- **Location:** 3
  - **Element:** Intersection Treatment
  - **Type:** Green Space

- **Location:** 4
  - **Element:** Intersection Treatment
  - **Type:** Planting Planter

**PRIORITY LOCATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL SIDEWALK SPACE AND PRIORITY WAYS TO ACTIVATE THAT SPACE**

- **Location:** 1
  - **Element:** Intersection Treatment
  - **Type:** Flexible Space

- **Location:** 2
  - **Element:** Intersection Treatment
  - **Type:** Public Art

- **Location:** 3
  - **Element:** Intersection Treatment
  - **Type:** Green Space

- **Location:** 4
  - **Element:** Intersection Treatment
  - **Type:** Planting Planter

**HAIGHT STREET PUBLIC REALM PLAN PROJECTS**

- **Project:** Masonic Avenue Design
  - Description: Explore improvements to Masonic between Fell and Haight following implementation of Masonic Avenue redesign.
  - Agency: MTA, Planning
  - Timeframe: Mid-term (1–5 years)
  - Funding: Federal, State or Local Transportation Funds
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